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Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Lonely Planet London is your passport to

the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await

you. Check out cutting-edge art at the Tate Modern, wander the historic Royal Parks and explore

riverside pubs and the bars of Shoreditch; all with your trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of

London and begin your journey now! Inside Lonely Planet London Travel Guide:  Full-colour maps

and images throughout Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and

interests Insider tips to save time and money and get around like a local, avoiding crowds and

trouble spots Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites, transit

tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, going out, shopping,

hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Cultural insights give you a richer, more rewarding travel

experience - covering history, literary London, music, theatre, architecture, art, fashion and film

Free, convenient pull-out London map (included in print version), plus over 50 colour maps Covers

the West End, the City, the South Bank, Kensington & Hyde Park, the East End and more eBook

Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones)  Downloadable PDF and offline maps

prevent roaming and data charges Effortlessly navigate and jump between maps and reviews Add

notes to personalise your guidebook experience Seamlessly flip between pages Bookmarks and

speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flash Embedded links to recommendations'

websites Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect Choice:

Lonely Planet London, our most comprehensive guide to London, is perfect for both exploring top

sights and taking roads less travelled.  Looking for just the highlights of London? Check out Lonely

Planet Discover London, a photo-rich guide to the city's most popular attractions, or Lonely Planet

Pocket London, a handy-sized guide focused on the can't-miss sights for a quick trip. Looking for

more extensive coverage? Check out our Lonely Planet England guide for a comprehensive look at

all the country has to offer. Authors: Written and researched by Lonely Planet. About Lonely Planet:

Since 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel media company with guidebooks

to every destination, an award-winning website, mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated

traveller community. Lonely Planet covers must-see spots but also enables curious travellers to get

off beaten paths to understand more of the culture of the places in which they find themselves.
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I always look forward to these books **see pics**. The Lonely Planet books are always high quality

with sometimes even too much information. Even as a frequent traveler to London (at least once a

year) I still found tips and things to do and see to make each trip feel just as new. Ok once you

leave Heathrow. That never seems to change.The four sections in the book, with color coded page

edges, are:1 - Plan Your Trip (Red)2 - Explore (Blue)3 - Understand (Green)4- Survival Guide

(Grey)Planning is straight forward with quite a bit of information that could be considered Explore as

well. Explore is broken into sub sections (the tabs are in groups down the page edges) for different

areas of London. You have to understand how dense London is with things to do. Each part feels

like a different experience. Neighborhood walks are even outlined and mapped to save you the

effort of trying to map it all out.The Survival Guide section is the quick go to for major information.

Airports, tours and a general listing of things like hospitals, money, etc are broken down quickly. I

think they could cross link the Planning with the Survival to make it even more useful.Lastly there is

a fold out map as updated as the release of the book. I took a picture of that for you as well so you

can see how large it is. If I could add a tip for you, download the Tube app to your device and

update regularly (daily) to get all the Tube closures and changes while there. It is a huge help and

timesaver. The map is great with the markers and side information.Note that you can get this book

in digital format to make it easy to search and carry around with the Kindle app. I happened to get

the hard copy for the review. Overall Lonely Planet rocked it again with the new London version.



Excellent walking tours, with a few deviations to fit in some other highlights, made for a wonderful 5

days in London! It would great if the digital version of the book could send the walking tour to the

map apps, rather than having to flip between the two to ensure you are on the correct street!

I love the Lonely Planet guides and use them everywhere I go. I am planning a trip to the UK for this

summer and will be in London for a few days before I leave (thankfully I have been to London twice

in the past so I've already seen most of the Must-Sees). This guide to the capital city is unsurpassed

- it covers almost every conceivable place you might want to go with admission info, tube station

info, hours of operation, etc. as well as great maps and, in some cases, 3-D "images" of such places

like the Tower of London. There are also floor plans of sites like St. Paul's Cathedral and the British

Museum. I will not be leaving home without this book as well as Lonely Planet England and Lonely

Planet Scotland's Highlands and Islands. Invaluable and the best guides there are!!

This was my bible for our 2 week London trip. I love how it's broken down by parts of town because

it allows you to stay within an area and see what you want without bouncing around and wearing

yourself out. It really helps for making your daily visit list! Worth every penny especially for the food

recommendations.

Love this book and all the suggestions. The index could be a little more accessible and robust (it's

located near the back, not at the back and seems to leave out a lot of things featured in the book)

but otherwise, great travel guide.

We just went to London in October 2016 and all the recommendations were spot on!

Excellent guide for providing short reviews of London key highlights. We liked Rick Steves London

Guidebook for the excellent map included in the guide but used Lonely Planet to check out each

neighborhood in London. Invest in this guide and the Rick Steves guide for the map for useful and

handy resources for your London trip. London is a great city!

excellent travel guide
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